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Eurotherm Drives are specifically designed to optimise performance and ease the load on cooling installations. The DriveHeat technology reduces peak power consumption by up to 50% when compared to
conventional series motors and quietens the drive with lower vibration and less noise. The DriveHeat technology optimises the power consumption of the drive by optimising the motor. The motor is designed to
vary the power to the drive in line with the load. The system demands optimum power for the motor and delivers it to the load. Maximum power is always supplied, even when the load is very low. The DriveHeat
is delivered using a bimetal that automatically adjusts the current in the drive motor coil. This patented technology has been proven to increase system capacity by 40-60%. Eurotherm Drives are designed for all-
in-one support with the complete solutions. Through E-labelling, the European Commission has agreed that only products with a score of 8.5 or higher on the European Label List (ELL) are suitable for installation.

The EPC3000 drives comply with this standard and provide a high degree of network efficiency in installations where several drives are used. For complete diagnostics information see the Eurotherm product
manual. The new turbo charge model for the DriveHeat technology is available with up to 150bpm of drive speed and up to 150W/300W (15kw). The new carbon cylinder model for the DriveHeat technology is

available with up to 300bpm of drive speed and up to 200W/500W (30kw). Eurotherm DriveHeat Technology brings the benefits of the new Cook-Raymond DriveHeat drive technology to up to 15kW The
DriveHeat Drive has motor design for superior Torque and speed.
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The Eurotherm nanodac recorder/controller
offers four channels of precision analogue

batch recording, easily meeting the
requirements of regulators for accuracy

and repeatability, and data logging
requirements of 21 CFR 11. For more
demanding applications, the Versadac

recorder provides a back of panel solution
with almost unlimited capacity. Both allow
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alarm and discrete input logging,
communications with other devices, results

available in the data record, electronic
signatures and batch data recording. There

are over twenty dragons to choose from;
you can browse the image collection by

clicking on a dragons head. These images
are top-quality; watermarked but

unobtrusive; and include several that have
been completely redrawn by hand. Whats

more, the themes prominent dragon badge
replaces your systems user icon, too!To
preserve the ability to install third-party
programs, please deselect the Install 3rd

party software box after downloading.
Please visit 50e0806aeb elfkar Multi-save
your favorite videos on MP4, MOV, MPG,

AVI files for offline playback. This Metacafe
Downloader supports all common video
formats including MP4, MOV, MPG, AVI,

FLV, ASF, MP3, WAV and audio formats like
WMA, RAM, OGG, AU and more. You can

set to keep the video downloaded
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automatically by date or number of playing
time. The nanodac recording functionality

utilises the secure strategies and UHH
format developed by Eurotherm through
years of recording expertise. As well as
multiple real-time views and historical
review on the product, multiple data

archiving strategies are provided utilising
the 50MB onboard Flash memory,

removable USB and data transfer via FTP to
a specified server. 5ec8ef588b
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